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Abstract

The results of a survey of 135 regular classroom teachers are discussed in the

following article. The intent of the survey was to obtain information regarding

teachers' understanding of learning disabilities and the degree to Which theY feel

prepared to work with students with learning disabilities. Specifically,

questions focused on their preservice and inservice preparation, the extent of

their involvement in the identificationi referral, and program planning stages of

service provision, and the definition and characteristics of learning disabilities

as each teacher understands the concept. The study raised questions about the

extent of teachers' knowledge of learning disabilities arid has implications as to

the preservice preparation of teachers; the kind, quality, and amount of supportive

services and ongoing educational training provided for inservice teachers; the

process and purpose of the referral, assessment, and service provision system

used in most schools; and the working relationship between regular and special

educators within schools.
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Teachers' Understanding of Learning Disabilities

n the words of Kirk and Chalfant (1984); "Learning AdsaApidl_i_ries has become

an accept term that encompasses many kinds of problems not included in traditional

categories of exceptionalities" (p. 3). Despite the acceptance of the term,

however, its precise definition has long been a controversy, a controversy fueled

by the Laterogeneity of the LD population itself and of the professional groups

concerned with that population; Two definitions commonly cited in current texts

on LD are that of Public Law 94-142 and that proposed by the National Joint

Committee of Learning Disabilities. These definitions read as follows:

"Specific learning disabilities" means a disorder in one or more of the

basic psychological processes involved in understanding or in using lan-

guage; spoken or written, which may manifest itself in an imperfect ability

te liSten, think, speak, read; write, spell, or to do mathematical calcu-

lations. (Federal RegiSter, 1977)

Learning disabilities is a generic term that refers to a heterogeneous

group of disotders manifested by significant difficulties in the acqui-

sition and use of listening, speaking, reading, writing, reasoning, or

mathematical abilities. These disorders are intrinsic to the individual

and presumed to be due to central nervous system dysfunction. (Hammill,

Leigh, McNutt, & Larsen, 1981, p. 336)

Both definitions also contain a clause excluding learning problems which are

primarily the result of other handicapping conditions. Useful additional criteria

for the identificatation of children with learning disabilties are provided by

Kirk and Gallagher (1983):

A learning disability is a psychological or neurological impediment to

spoken or written language or perceptual, cognitive, or motor behavior.

The impediment (1) is manifested by discrepancies among specific behaviorS
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and achievement, or between evidenced abiiity and academic achievement;

(and) (2) is of such a nature and extent that the child does not learn by

the instructional methods and materials appropriate for the majority of

Children and requires specialized procedUres for development...(p. 368)

Mercer, Forgnone, and Wolking (1976) reported variations in the definition

LD used by 42 states' departments of education, and cited this as underscoring

the generic nature of the term. They observed that these states listed descrip-

tive criteria used in the identification of children with learning disabilities

but had not operationalized the definition to provide explicit criteria; The

National Task Force Report (Chalfant, 1985) revealed that differences in definition

continue among states, with most using the federal definition as contained in PL

94-142 or with modifications. One state was reported to have supplemented the

federal definition with that of the National Joint Committee on Learning Disabilities,

while 11 states wrote their own definition.

Operationalization of the definition is a laudable goal, but raises the pro-

blem of what definition is to be operationalized and how. Berk's (1983) analysis

of LD definitions by experts in the field and as contained in federal legislation

suggested the pregente of "global concepts" which make difficult the task of

consistently operationalizing the definition to provide clear criteria for iden-

tification. Ysseldykei Algozzine, and Epps (1983) used 17 different sets of criteria

(based on the general ideas of ability-achievement discrepancy, academic-achievement

deficit, and scatter analysis 6f test scores) to examine the practice of classifying

students as LD. When these criteria were applied to 248 students in the 3rd, 5th,

and 12th grades who were considered "normal" by their schools, 85% were found to

meet at least one of the 17 operationalizations. Furthermore, when using these

operationalizations to compare 50 LD students to 49 unclassified low achieving

students, 88% of the low achieving students metat leas,: one of the 17 sets of
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etitetia, While 4% of those who were identified by the school as LD met none of

the criter±a (cf. Algozzine & YsSeldyke, 1583).

Clearly; experts have a problem defining LD and, consequently, in identifying

students who qualify fot SpeCial education services. Since in most cases, regular

classroom teachers are the first to recognize academic diffitUltieS in theit Stu-

dents and to initiate referrals for evaluation, and since these same teachers thay

be providing inattUttiOn to Mainstreamed LD students, it is essential that these

teachers be informed as to the nature and chatacteristics of learning disabilities.

However, one often hears teachers misusing the term "learning disability" either in

reference to a Student Who iS tic:it performing up to a teacher s e-.Tectation, or as

justification for a weakness in theit oWn behavior. Therefore, the present study

WaS undttaket as at examination of the conception of LD among teachers themselVeS

(i.e., their definition and character.zation of LD), how prepared they feel to deal

with this population, and the degree to which they are actually involved in the

identification and planning process.

Procedure

Data were gathered through survey forms distributed in 15 Perr,sylvania scimols.

Contact perSons in each school (alumni, student teachers, or graduate students from

this university) were charged with distributing these forms to all full time

teachers in their school, as well s with gathering and retur_ing the for-as for

analySiS. While not providing a completely random selection df schools, this pro=

cedure did allow for a cross section of teachers from schocl districts scattered

throughout rural, suburban, and urban localities in central and southeastern

Pennsylvania.

A total of 135 completed surveys were returned from regLIIr class teachers

from kindergarten through eighth grade. Fourteen teachers had been teaching for

five years or less; 33 had been teaching for six to ten years; 31 had been teaching
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eleven to fifteen years; and 57 had been teaching fcr over fifteen years.

The survey instrument first asked the teache:.s co resptnd (yes/no) to six

qUeStiOnS, their responses being tallied. to deermine the percent answaring

affirmatively. The six questions were.

(I) Have you ever taken a college-credit coUrse dea14ng specifically t;lith LD?

(2) Have you at:ended any inservize workshops dealing with LD?

(3) Are you faMiliar With the federal definition of LD as specified in

Public Law 94-142?

(4) Have you ever identified or referred a child suspected of having a

learning disability?

(5) in what ways were you involved in the sube,equeht -8VältiAtiOn Of that child

and in the preparation of the child's Individual Educational Plan?

(b) Do you feel you have sufficient understanding of LD to appropriately

identify and serve children with learning aisabilitieS?

Respondents Were then asked to write their definition of learning diSdbilitieS

and to list five observable characteristics of LD. Responses to these questions

were evaluated using criteria derived from Kirk and Gallagher (1983) and the def-

initions of PL 94-142 and the National Joint Committee on Learning DisabilitieS.

Specifically, syrveys were ekatined to ascertain whether or not each of the following

targeted characteristics was included in the teachers' response8: (a) attribution

of the problem to a neurological or psychological process dsyfunction; (b) exclUSieh

of other handicaps as the primary reaSen for the learning difficulty; discrepancy

(between potential and achievement, between age/grade expectations arid achievement1

or between achievement levels in different academic sreas) and the nece.ssity for

special intervention beyond what is provided in the regular classroom; and (d) ways

in which the disability is manifested. Manifestatitin WAS further broken down for

descriptive analysis by ti8ing the dichotomy proposed by Kirk and Chalfant (1984)

7
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in Which learning disabilities are viewed as being either -academi_o--including

reading, spelling, handwriting, written expression; and arithmetic--o7 developmental

--encompassingattentiondeficits (distractibilty; impulsivity, hyperactivity,

short attention span, etc.), problems with memory, perceptual disorders, motor

problems, disorders in thinking (conceptualization, abstraction; prohlrm solving ),

and oral language disorders. In addition; because of the increased attention

being given in recent years to the psychosocial aspects of learning disabilit;es

(e.g.; Bryan, 1986; Center & Wascom, 1986; Kronick, 1981; Smith; 1983; Wilchesky &

Reynolds, 1986), also tabulated vere responses indicating poor seIf-concept, lack

of social skilla ( .g., social misperception), low frustration tolerance, disturbances

in emotionality (e.g.; emotional lability or inappropriate responses), and behEvior

problems. The percentage of teachers including each of the targeted responses in

their listing of characteristics and in their definition of LD vas calculated and

ranked for purposes of discussion.

ResultS

Thirty-six percent of the teachers reported having taken a college course on

LD and a total of 43% indicated having attended an inservice workshop dealing with

LD. Only 27%, however, expressed familiarity with the federal definition. While

only 21% felt they sufficiently understood LD to appropriately identify and serve

these children; 82% reported that they have identified or referred a child suspected

Of being LD. Forty-five percent indicated involvement in the subsequent evaluat5on

of the referred child, but only 12% were involved in the IEP preparation. Many

indicated the extent of their involvement to be referral only. Some stated that

they supplied information regarding a student's classroom performance, recorded

observations; completed skills checklists, and reviewed test data; and a few

indicated having met with parents; school psychologists; and counselors.to help

identify areas of need or to decide vhich subjects a child could handle in the
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regular classroom. Many te, -het th8pbh8e8; however; seemed to carry a negative

tone; saying only that they "sat in" on a Cenference, having opportunity fbr

little or no input. As one teacher commentedi "The school psychologist usually

has a meeting with the principal And me tb explain his findings. Sometimes I am

encouraged to express my opinioni but that dOeSn't mean it will have any real

bearing on the case." Another teacher stated that the stuaent had simply been

"assigned" to him. SuCh totments suggest that these teachers felt they were

viewed as unimportant to the educational planning process. They at least cOmmtin-

icate diSsatiSfaction with the role that has been assigned to the teacher in this

process.

The major ingredient of the teachers' definitiOna -of LD was the principle bf

a discrepancy ih achievement and the need for special education (46% of the

teachers). This WaS f011OWed in frequency (33%) by a referral simply to a general

problem in learning; Some of these were an attempt to define a condition ("disordezs

that handicap a perSon's ability to learn"); others focused on the individual

("those students who are of average bt above intelligence but who have some weakness

iii learning"); still others focused on curricula ("any area of academics in which

the student fUnctiOns at at abnormal level"), Most of these general statements

reflected a circular reasOning And liMited depth of understanding; as in "learning

disability is a child having problems with learning."

InvolVeMent Of the central nervous system was recognized in the definitions

of 20% of the teachers. Only 4% teferted to the exclusion of other handicapping

conditions as the primary cause of the disability. On the other hand, 14% erred

in defining LD by Stating that it is the result of physical, emotional, mental,

social, or sensory problems. A few teachers defined LD as immature or defective

speech, and one reffered to unspecified "outside" factors as causing LD. The most

remarkable definitions of LD were "Any person who has extreme difficulty relating
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to the environment; e.g., people in prison have a learning diSability ih relating

to society;" and, "body and mind not functioning at the same rate of speed."

Fifteen teachers (11%) gave no definition at all;

The most frequently identified characteristics of LD (in decrea,ting order)

were attention deficits, perceptual disorders, reading difficulties, problems in

oral language, and motOr problems. In general; except for reading problems, devel-

opmental learning disabilities were cited at a higher frequency than were academic

learning disabilities; Since reading is the most common academic area to be affected

by a learning disability, it was not Unexpected to find it high on the teachers'

lists; Memory problems and handwriting were next highest in frequency, followed

by thinking, spelling; written expression, and arithmetic which were mentioned by

only a small percentage of teachers. Of the psychosocial problems, 13% of the

teachers cited low frustration tolerance and behavior problems as characteriStiC

Of LD. Lack of social skills and poor self-concept were mentioned by only 4% and

3% of the teachers, respectively.

Some characteristics suggested by the teachers could not be classed int6 the

targeted features: inconsistency of performance, poor work habits, lack of motivation

or interest, and stress. That the Concept of LD is not well understood by many

teachers seemed apparent by the suggested characteristics which are in error: speech

defects; physical, sensory, emotional, or mental impairments; autism; diseases;

and low intelligence. Most unusual responsed included the listing of "tears "

"observable twitches," and "physical features such as Down'S Syndrome." Thirteen

teachers (9.6%) listed no characteristics at all.

Discussion and I..plications

Our study shows weaknesses in the teachers' understanding of learning disabil-

ities and has implications as to the preservice preparation of teachers; Cle kind,

quality, and amount of supportive serviceS and on-going educational training provided

1 0
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for inservice teachers; and the procesa And OUrpOSe of the referral, assessment,

amd sekvite proviSon system used in most schools. Futther implications can be

made as to the working teletionship between the special and regular educatOrs

Within schools;

A Majot reSult Of this survey is confirmation Of the confusion surrounding the

definition of LD among the SAMe teachers who are being asLed to identify, refer;

end Serve children with learning disabilitieS. Although limited to teachers from

one state, given the definitional controvery that exists among the "experts,':

there is little reason to assuMe that similar results would not be obtained riatiOh-

Wide. In part; this may be attributable CO the heterogeneity of the LE population.

the generic nature of LD (Hammill et al., 1981). SUCceSsful implementation of

PL 94-142, in terms of both due proceSS and the need to provide the most appropriate

educaticin in the least restrictive environment, tequires teachers who are knowledge=

able and able to meet the needs of exceptional learners. Preservice and inservice

CoUrses and workshops are the norMal Vehicle for helping classroom teachett to develop

theit Skills and to adjust their attitUde tOWAtd teaching children who have leathing

differences, but this survey suggesi.:s that the numbet of teachers partaking of such

programs is low (less that half of these respondents). Whether this is because

teachers are not inclined or encouraged tO elett Such programs, or because the

schools are not offering such programs needs to be determined and appropriate steps

tti alter this situation must be taken. Furthermore; the efficiency of aft inset-vice

workshop to provide sufficient training to teachers towards identifying and serVing

LD children is questionable-=even given serious profeSSional involvement and emotional

inVeSttent on the part of the teachetS==since these workshops are usually provided

on a one-shOt basis and are isolated from "real" Students and situations. At the

very least; as Siantz and Moore (1978, p. 27) have observed:

(Workshop) training must add',:eSS, OVr time and in de?th, the knoWledge and

1
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skills needed to teach children with a specific diSability in a Subjett area;

in terms of: detisions about assessment procedures, skills, roles, objectives,

and materials; effeetive communication and ceeperative planning with otherSi

including professionals; parents, and students.

If the teachers theeSelVet de not request such training from the schools, perhaps

groups such as the Association for Children and Adults With Learning Disabilities;

as advocatea for LD students, could pressure the schools to more adequately prepare

their teachers along theSe lines. Perhaps With this kind of support and training

regular teachers called upon to work with mainstreamed youngsters vould not feel as

though LD StUdentt are being dumped into their lap; as many of the teatherS in Our

survey seemed to feel. Preservice programs preparing elementary and secondary

education teachers aIso need to provide more direc *raining related to identifying

and serving handicapped students in the regular classroom. Perhaps requiring all

education majors to complete coursework or to deMonstrate competencies in areas

related to special education in order to obtain teacher certifitatiOn, as some states

now de (GUidelinea fOr the Preparation of Teachers, 1980; Phipps; 1984); will Alter

this situation.

Presently, there is great concern that the lack of an adequately operational-

ized definitien Of LD and explicit criteria to enable discrimination of LD froi

nen-LD students has led to a watering dOWn bf the -concept ana of programs. Cruickshank

(1985) challanged professionals in the field to adopt a more attUrate definition of

LD and to retOgniie the distinction between children with intrinsically tauSed

learning disabilities and theSe Whose learning problems are environmentally relate

The confusion and intermingling of LD students and students with learning problems

has the effect o dilutirig reducing, or denying provision of appropriate ServiteS

to those who truly need special servicet (DiVition for Learning Disabilities, 1986 ).

The present study reinforces the need to clarify the definition and criteria for

12
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identifying learning disabilities called for by others .; Berk, 1983; Wilson;

1985).

The fatt that 82% of the teachers in our survey have identified arid referred

children suspected as being LD while only 21% felt they sufficiently understood the

concept to appropriately identify and serve the children raiSeS a cOncerti as to the

basis on which tedther8 are making referrals for evaluation. Many of the suggested

definitions failed to distinguish the LD population as a group separate from those

with physical; sensory; and intellectual handicaps, or were ekttetely vague in con-

tent. Furthermtird; the characteristics cited may be equally true of non=LD btudents

(cf. Algozzine & Ysseldyke, 1983. ) There iS a danger that teachers may view referral

AS the lint of least resistance and first option, whereby referring a child for test-

ing and special education placement becomes a means of avoiding or denying respons-

ibility and shifting the burden of teaching to the special educator. If such is the

case, the LD may become a "dumping ground" for students who Are not showing the

desired response to teaching. A follow-up to this survey would be to question the

criteria teachers use to refer students for teSting and to determine what their

expectations are a8 to the outcome of the referral/testing proceSS. Even if we

assume that a referral repreeents an honest quest for assistance in knowing "what

to do" for a particular student, the procedure seemS to have an unwritten premise

that the referred child does have a disability and, under the preSumption that

something is wrong with the student, "tests are administered until the professionalS

are able to identify some pathology, which they nearly alvAa can" (Ysseldyke &

Alsozzine, 1982, p. 128, emphasis added). A teacher's perception of a student

Seems to have more impact in decision making than objectire test data: A student

experiencing difficulty in the classroom is preseumed to le learning disabled at the

time the referral iS MAdd. Tests are used more to support or justify thiS conclusion

than for purposes of establishing edutational needs and oljectives (Ysseldyke;
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Algozzine, Richey; & Graden, 1982).

Our findings lend agreement to Graden.. Casey, and Christenson's (1985) con-

tention that current practices, trom referral through prograth planning, Ate incOn=

gigtent and problematic. Regular class teachers need to be informed as to pre-

referral strategies, including instructional adaptations that can be made in the

classroom. A prereferral intervention systen based on a consultation model and

designed to provide assistance to classroom teachers, to eliminate unnecessary

referrals, and to reduce inappropriate placement in special education addresses

this issue (Graden, Casey, & Bonstrom, 1985; Graden, Casey, & ChriStenSon, 1985).

The National Task Force report (Chalfant, 1985) indicated that 16 states employ

some sort of "building-based teacher support teams" which allow for a sharing of

ideas, knowledge, and expertise in dealing with students' With learning and behavior

problems. Our study supports the need for such programs in all schools.

These survey results also raise a question about assessment and programming

procedures. Less than half of the respondents reported being even minimally involved

in the assessment process, with only 12% indicating even limited involvement in

the preparation of the students' IEPs. Comments made by respordents implied that

the school psychologist often brought to staffings a statement of goalS and object-

Ives for the Students. These findings are not in accord with the procedures out-

lined in PL 94-142 requiring inclusion of the child's regular teacher in a multi-

digtiplinary team evaluation and in the development of the IEP. Rather, Our findingS

confirm the conclusion of Ysseldyke,. Algozzine, and Allen (1981) that regular

teachers are present at team meetings, but participate little. We can only

theorize as to why the classroom teachers are not more involved in theSe pretegges,

but in pondering the issue some disturbing questions are raised concerning the

relationship between the special and regular educators: Do those in special edu-

cation make the classroom teachers feel unwanted, or that thEy hdvd nothing of
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Value te centtibUte? Do we purposely or unwittingly communicate a lack of respect

for their professional status And fail to rttigni2e and capitalize on their teaching

competencies and experience? Are special educators failing to serve as resource

petSenS And to thAintäih a collaborative relationship with their counterparts in the

regular classroom? Even worse, ate gpetiAl educAtorg, Asguming a -compe_t_i=,:ive role,

unwilling to share their knowledge ani skill While at the Same time learning from

the tegulat ClASS teacher? What is the effect of these teacher& limited involvement?

Since their participation tpyond the initiAtien Of the referral is minimal; we wonder

whether these teachers are as committed to the mainstreating of LD students as tqcJiild

be desired. Dees the procedure as it is worked out in individual schools encourage

or reinforce the idea Of retoVing fret clA8Sroot teachers any responsibility for the

education and development of the student referred And identified as LD? Again, we

are led to inquire Whethet school districts are providing sufficient (or any) train-

ing or assistance to the tegUlar ClASS teachers to help develop their skiIIS in work-

itg with students with learning differences. Furthettere, ate teacher training

institutienS Ahd gchdhl diStticts providing special educators with the necessary

training to enable them to fulfill theit thle ag resource and supportive persons

fOr the classroom teachers? These questions raise isstles that must he addressed if

an approptiaté edUtAtien iS to be provided to students with learning disabilities.

Thurlow, Ysseldyke, and CaSey (1984) SuggeSted that the focus in education be

teditected toward instruction rather than classification. Pethaps the emphasis on

recognizing learning disabilities overly focuses on the negative. A more positive

approachone in which regular and SPeCial educators cat' function more cooperatively

==WOUld be to recognize learning differences. PreserViCe And inSetVice training

could be designed to prdvide all teachers with the competencies needed to tailor

instruction to the learning styles Ahd abilitieS Of their students, Referral would

then only be necessary when the teacher required more indepth assessment than S/he

1 5
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is capable or doing in the classroca in order to more adequat 'v understand the

learning abilities of a szude:t and tc acapt instruction acccrdingly. Conceivably,

this kind of support wo%Id enco;:rage a more cooperative relationship among regular

and special education professiorials as they work together toward the common goal

of educating all of America's youth.
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